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Relationship between man and nature is one of the most fundamental 
relationships that mankind must face up to. Today As Eco-environmental problems are 
becoming increasingly serious, how to regulate human behavior and coordinate the 
relationship between man and nature becomes a more urgent issue .We will discuss 
the problems mentioned about in the perspective of the theory of norms. In general, 
norms can be divided into two kinds. One regulates the relationship between man and 
man; the other regulates relationship between man and nature .The former is called 
social norms ,the latter is called natural norms. Although natural norms have been 
studied by the scholars from different angle of view, as a whole, these studies is still 
fragmented, and there are a lot of issues that is not be studied thoroughly, some issues 
even have not been studied. Compared to the studies on social norms ,the studies on 
natural norms are still lack. The systematic work about it is not finished by anybody 
so far ,thus I intend to study  natural norms systematically in this dissertation; and I 
will put forward new views about relationship between man and nature in the 
perspective of behavior norms , hoping that it would advance the studies of the theory 
of norms ,philosophy of nature and philosophy of technology and contribute to 
constructing the behavior norms of the rational utilization of natural resources . 
The dissertation is divided into five chapters. Chapter one discusses the nature 
and feature of natural norms. In this chapter the nature and feature of natural norms 
would be expounded from the following several aspects. First, the connotation of 
relationship between man and nature which is the object of natural norms would be 
explained. On this basis, the connotation of natural norms would be also explained. 
Next, this chapter will also explain further the nature and feature of natural norms by 
analyzing the relationship between natural norms and the laws of nature , the 
relationship between natural norms and social norms . 
Chapter two discusses the forms,types and functions of natural norms.First, this 
chapter will point out the form of natural norms refer to its pattern of existence and 
manifestation.The form of natural norms is diverse, including written form and 















form of graphic symbols or material object. Secondly, we will divide natural norms 
into various forms from various angles ,and analyse their  characteristic and 
difference in this chapter. Finally, we will discuss the function of natural norms ,and 
argue that the function of natural norms can be divided into normative function and 
social function. Normative function is the function that natural norms as a kind of 
behavior norms bring into play, including guidance, evaluation and so on. Social 
function refer to the social effect that natural norms as a sub-system in social life has . 
Chapter three relate to the formation and changes of natural norms .First, this 
chapter delve into sufficient and necessary condition for the creation of natural 
norms.It will explain that the sufficient and necessary conditions for the formation of 
natural norms, including the understanding of the causality between a behaviour 
pattern and its effects ,its implication of objective laws , and the evaluation of the 
value of a behaviour pattern and its effects . Secondly, this chapter delve into changes 
of natural norms ,explaining  the forms ,ways and patterns of its transformation  ,as 
well as the causes that lead to the transformation  . 
Chapter four relate to the rationality of natural norms. 
In this chapter the rationality of natural norms is classified into Substantial 
rationality and formal rationality .The Substantial rationality of natural norms depends  
on the feasibility and acceptability of natural norms .The formal rationality of natural 
norms depends on the logical structure and expression of natural norms. 
Chapter five relate to violating norm and observing norm: the achievement of 
natural norms .First, this chapter analysis the cause why people violate and observe 
natural thoroughly. On this basis ,this chapter study how to guarantee natural norms to 
be followed, that is to say the achievement of natural norms . 
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